
Energy efficient
and beautiful looking
uPVC windows & doors.



‘ Energy efficient and 
beautiful-looking uPVC 
windows and doors.’

A friendly approach to
improving your home.
Do you want a refreshingly unpressured and knowledgeable
approach to choosing uPVC windows and doors? As your
local, independent windows and doors specialist company,
we offer you a relaxed and friendly service, and great value. 

Choose from our extensive range of Vevo products and
enjoy the highest quality as well as professional design and
installation. By providing beautiful windows and doors we
aim to enhance your home and lifestyle. They’ll protect you
from the elements too, keeping you and your family cozy in
winter and improving ventilation in the summer. 

People you can trust.
We only employ experienced installation technicians and
salespeople. Along with having the finest products in the
business, it’s the key to your quality installation. First you
get sound advice. Then your doors and windows are
professionally fitted to the highest possible standard for
your lasting satisfaction. 

With glazing technology changing so fast, you won’t 
want to miss out. Naturally, we keep up with all the 
latest developments. So you can enjoy the best from 
the glazing industry. 



More than just
windows & doors.
Choosing Vevo means you can be sure
your windows and doors will always 
be built to your specification, using 
the highest quality materials and years
of expertise.

The result? Practical, elegant windows and doors
that enhance and protect your home. Each one
expertly designed and made; a thing of beauty,
security and durability installed by craftspeople
who care.

Vevo means more than just windows and doors 
– it’s about improving your home and enhancing 
your lifestyle.



Vevo windows, doors and conservatories will
transform your home like no other product. 
We believe they’re the best on the market; 
that’s why we offer them to you…



Your home is your security. A place to 
relax, work and play. It holds memories 
and is your investment in the future. 
That’s why it’s so important for you to
choose carefully from our range of 
high quality Vevo products.

From rustic to contemporary, Vevo windows, 
doors and conservatories improve your home’s
energy efficiency, enhance your lifestyle and 
help keep your family secure.

Our approach to quality.

Your satisfaction begins with our commitment 
to  quality in these areas:

• Latest technology products

• No pressure selling

• Friendly site surveys

• Professional installation

• After-sales and a warranty you can count on.

Expect the highest standards.

Years of experience, advanced manufacturing and
thousands of delighted customers mean you can have
complete confidence in our products and services. 

 Your ‘local, national’ window company.

We’re here when you need us. A local business with a
hard-won reputation and satisfied customers. A skilled
window and door installer backed by the expertise of 
a major national manufacturer. That’s what makes us 
your ‘local, national’ company.



Let Vevo windows 
transform your home.

Trusting us to use Vevo products to
transform your home and lifestyle brings
exciting choices. Not least, the opportunity
to choose from an almost limitless range 
of colours, profiles, textures and styles for
the look you want.

Each Vevo window is crafted to your exact specification
and measurements. First we talk with you about your
lifestyle, tastes and glazing requirements. Then we design
the windows you need: casements, sliding sashes, period
style or one-off specials. The choice is yours.

Durable, professionally-designed Vevo windows keep
your home warmer and cosier, quieter and reassuringly
secure. Vevo products put cash in your pocket through
energy savings, give you peace of mind through long
winter nights and help shape the living space you’ve
always wanted.

All Vevo windows are tailored to your home.

Made to virtually any specified dimensions. They’re an
architectural classic, offering a huge range of designs,
frame colours, glazing options, handles and window
board finishes. The choice is yours – but the quality is
always the highest. That’s Vevo.

The contemporary styling of Vevo uPVC windows
includes slimmer frames which are sleek, unobtrusive in
appearance and maximise the area of glass in your
windows. That means more natural light in your home
and a clearer view of the outdoors.

VevoSculptured.
The sculptured option gives a more curvaceous,
traditional decorative finish to your window.

Frame finishes.
Whatever your preference, choose between our
classically elegant VevoSculptured frame finish or 
the clean lines of VevoChamfered.

As always with Vevo it’s about choice. You can have fully
sculptured or fully chamfered, frames and beads, or mix
the two – chamfered frames with sculptured beads. 

VevoChamfered.
The chamfered option creates a symmetrical,
contemporary, straight-edged style and might be
considered a more modern look.

Available with two distinctive styles 
of beading.
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Special colour options.
The molecular cross bond process of Kolorbond means
that the choice of colour for your windows is truly yours.
Available in all standard RAL and BS colours.

Colour can be applied to uPVC window frames, doors,
conservatories and fascias. Guaranteed to adhere to the
plastic and is extremely colour stable and resistant to UV.

‘ The only limit is 
your imagination ’.

uPVC Bi-folds also available in natural oak on white.
(See Bi-fold doors section).



Choose a style.
As you’d expect, we give you a great choice
of styles to suit how you use your home.
From classic casements to sliding sashes
and tilt and turn easy-to-clean windows,
the choice, as always, is yours.

Modern casement windows.
Vevo casement windows represent the very best in
terms of style and security and will complement any
home where either a classical or contemporary style
may be required. They are an absolute architectural
classic where the options of colour, finish and detail
are limitless.

Period-style optional glazing.
Are you looking for a more traditional glazing
appearance? If so, Vevo period-style glazing is an
excellent way to combine modern energy efficiency,
low maintenance and practicality with the charm of
period features such as Astragal Georgian, leaded or
stained glass.

Traditional sliding sash windows.
When you want the best of both worlds, the
traditional visual appeal and versatility of sliding 
sash windows meets low-maintenance, rattle-free
modern construction in Vevo vertical sliders.

Tilt and turn windows.
When you need a window suitable for large-sized
openings in multi-storey buildings, tilt and turn
windows are the perfect solution. Large windows
create unobstructed views and a feeling of space 
and light whilst giving you the practical benefits of
easy maintenance and cleaning.



Arched inserts.
Again, for the traditional look, arched inserts 
(or swept heads) can give you the look of old,
combined with all the benefits of new.

Horned sashes.
A casement opening with a finish to the sashes 
in keeping with your home. Shown here with the
internal Georgian bars. Horned sashes give your
home the traditional look with all the benefits of 
a new window.

Leaded windows.
A wide choice of leaded designs are available to
closely match your existing windows. There are also
two different colours of lead, antique and standard 
as shown.

Standard & Astragal Georgian.
For Georgian bar with an easy cleaning option the
internal Georgian bar is a must.

The Astragal Georgian bar is surface mounted and
has a sealed unit with back to back spacer bar for 
a truly authentic look.

Shaped windows.
A window does not have to be square. Vevo can
manufacture windows in all shapes and sizes and 
are happy to undertake more difficult installations.
Arched, round or simply 'angled' we can 
provide the solution.

Standard internal
Georgian bar

Astragal 
Georgian bar

StandardAntique



Every type of door 
for every style of home.

Not just front doors…

Style and performance don’t stop at your front door. With a range like ours, you can be sure we’ve got
a product to transform any entrance around your home. From French doors and period-style doors to
the most contemporary sliding patio doors and bi-fold doors, the choice, yet again, is yours.

French doors.
Imagine throwing open your new Vevo French doors on 
a beautiful summer morning.

Think of the style and spaciousness that you and your
family will enjoy. The fresh air, light and enticing summer
aromas when the weather’s warm and the advantages 
of durable, low-maintenance, energy-efficient uPVC.

By combining the following, Vevo French doors make a
brilliant addition to your home:

• Beauty

• Style

• Space and functionality

• Safety

• Security

• Insulation.

Patio doors.
Patio doors are stylish, contemporary, practical and
perfect for enhancing any home.

Imagine looking out over your patio and garden, or
enjoying the flood of natural light into a favourite room.
Whatever the season, our patio doors add wonderful 
new dimensions to your home.

Each elegant and eye-catching patio door is designed 
and made just for you. Choose from a great range of
styles and glazing options. And relax, knowing high-spec
materials and advanced security features are keeping
your most valuable asset and its contents safe.



Period doors.
Are you seeking a classic look?

The best features of traditional doors with the practical
benefits of modern design and materials? When you
want to make your mark on an older property, Vevo
period doors are perfect.

From tastefully reproduced Georgian bars to leaded glass
designs, each Vevo door is made to measure and can be
tailored to your specification. Just think of all the ways 
we could transform your home.

Stable doors.
A taste of the country is also an option with our 
stable doors.

‘ Enjoy years of draught-free
comfort and warmth ’.



Vevo bi-fold doors.
Letting the outside in.

Beautiful, precision-engineered bi fold doors in uPVC or aluminium,
that will transform your living space.

VEVO panoramic bi-fold doors seamlessly connect your outdoor and indoor living spaces.
These superb panoramic doors offer the latest in design, quality and performance with
low maintenance. Once folded back, they create a large opening with a low threshold for
easy access. 

Clever design features, a choice of opening configurations and a wide range of colour
options the choice yet again is yours.

uPVC bi-fold doors
• Market-leading looks – Ultra-slim frames for a 
larger glazed area to create maximum space and 
natural light.

• Easy-use unique D-handle – this ultra-stylish sprung
design allows the doors to fold back flatter, creating
unimpeded views.

• Enhanced safety – A discreet lever on the D-handle
prevents the security shoot bolts from accidentally
engaging when the door is open – stopping damage 
to your floor coverings and your door.

• Perfectly secure - Total security is achieved without
compromising on looks thanks to fully concealed
stainless steel anti-jemmy pins that prevent the doors
being leveraged from the outside.

• Smooth, easy glide operation – A built-in four-roller
aluminium track allows smooth and effortless opening.

• Ultimate energy-efficiency – High-tech triple weather
seals keep you free from draughts, bringing you peace,
quiet and warmth!

• The biggest drawback with most uPVC bi-fold door
systems has always been the high threshold, many
being 120mm high or more.  With a Vevo bi-fold the
standard threshold height is only 66mm.

• The uPVC bi-fold is available in all the same 
colour options as the entire window and door range, 
with the additional standard colour option of 
Natural oak on white.



‘ Bi-fold doors are 
available in a wide 
variety of colour 
finishes and options ’.

System Features   
• Attractive, slim-line profiles offer reduced sightlines.

• Low threshold option.

Colour Options   
The standard finish for an aluminium bi-fold is white
(powder coated) and guaranteed for up to 25 years,
(although can be scratched if mishandled). Alternatively,
any RAL colour is possible. You could choose one colour
inside and another outside. 

To make a real feature of your bi-fold there is also a wide
choice of metallic finishes.

Aluminium 
bi-fold doors
With Vevo products there is always an option. The option
of aluminium provides additional strength and durability.

Thermally efficient they contribute to a reduction in 
heat loss and the cost of heating bills providing warmth
and comfort.

The rigidity of aluminium sections means that these 
bi-folds show more glass and less frame than the uPVC
option. In a white finish, they blend in seamlessly with a
uPVC conservatory.

The strength and durability of aluminium also make 
them the perfect choice for commercial applications 
such as restaurants cafés and bars.



Vevo: keep the 
heat in!

Why choose energy-efficient windows?

You’ll save money with the latest energy-efficient windows. And you’ll be doing your bit for the environment
too. Nearly a quarter of the heat loss from a typical home is through its windows. That’s why it makes
financial and environmental sense to fit the most energy-efficient windows that you can.

Rising energy bills? 
We can help.
In 2006 the British Fenestration Ratings Council (BFRC)
introduced its Window Energy Ratings (WER) initiative
for replacement windows.

We supply the latest energy-rated window systems 
with BFRC ratings from a highly-commendable ‘C’ to 
the highest ‘A’ rating. As you’d expect from Vevo,
thermally efficient windows are available in a wide
variety of styles to suit any property. From simple
casements to sophisticated tilt-and-turns and sliding
sashes, we’ve got a beautiful WER-rated Vevo window 
for your home.

With home energy bills set to keep rising, it makes 
sense to keep the bills lower, fighting back with the latest
glazing technology. We’ll help you keep cash in your
pocket – with the added bonus of a good feeling from
helping the environment.

Keep the 
traffic noise out!
Global environmental issues and rising utility 
bills are one concern. But what about the daily
annoyance of local traffic noise, loud neighbours 
and other ambient noise during quiet family 
meals or your hard-earned lie-in? Double- or 
triple-glazing your windows and doors has always 
been effective for improving sound insulation, 
and there is even acoustic glass for even more 
noise reduction. 

How would a little quiet enhance the
enjoyment you get from your home? 



‘  Don’t lose your keys. 
You won’t get in 
without them! ’.

Keep the 
intruders out!
Keeping the family safe and secure

What’s your biggest concern when you are considering 
new windows and doors? Does security for your family 
and possessions come top of your list? If so, you’ll be 
pleased to learn about the advanced safety and security
features designed into every Vevo product that we install.

Nothing’s more important than your family’s peace 
of mind. That’s why, whichever window or door style 
you choose, you can be sure they’ve been designed, 
tested and manufactured to resist forced entry by 
an opportunist burglar:

• Key-lockable handles

• Internal glazing and beading

• Stainless steel multi-point door locking

• Laminated glass (optional), toughened as standard on doors.

You want to live in a home, not a fortress. That’s why our
products are designed for the practicalities of daily life –
including features such as locking window-handles with 
push-buttons that allow secure night-time ventilation.

‘ Only our doors and
windows have Vevo 
security locks ’.

Whilst the standard components 
used to manufacture our Vevo doors
have all been designed and tested 
to pass the most rigorous security
tests, the most security conscious
customers may wish to add the option
of ‘rhino bolts’ to further secure the
hinge side of the door.



Let Vevo doors 
work for you.

With our Vevo doors, your family’s safety and security goes hand
in hand with stylish appearance and the practical advantages of
the latest uPVC manufacturing technology.

uPVC doors.
Few architectural details make such a strong statement
as your choice of doors.

Whatever the reason for new uPVC doors, the looks,
durability and practicality of Vevo helps you achieve the
perfect effect – and makes every entrance special.

Why are Vevo 
doors so strong?
A good question indeed, especially when your peace 
of mind is involved. The answer lies in the high 
quality uPVC reinforced with steel and the other 
standard security features; designed to exceed the 
latest security standards.

• Strong multi-point locking systems

• Shoot bolts

• Robust security hinges.

Threshold options. 
Not every doorway is the same and sometimes the
threshold needs to be thought about too. Vevo uPVC
doors come with a range of threshold options and
considerations for disabled access too.

• Low aluminium

• Standard uPVC

• Wheelchair access

• No threshold.

Our consultant will be happy to discuss the threshold
options for uPVC and aluminium bi-fold doors.  
Threshold options are not available for Patio doors.

Colour finishes.
Vevo uPVC doors are available in all standard colour
finish options.

Special colour finishes.
They are also available in a wide range of distinctive
colours and finishes.

The molecular cross bond process of Kolorbond means
that the choice of colour for your windows is truly yours.
Available in all standard RAL and BS colours. Imagine
being able to mix and match doors and coloured-foil
door profiles for a look that perfectly complements 
your property.



‘ A choice of finishes 
to suit every taste ’.

Handles.
Your choice of handles complements your good taste in
windows and doors. Our range of Vevo handles combines
security, practicality and aesthetics for a long, trouble-
free service life – with colours and finishes to match or
contrast with our uPVC products. The range is ours, but
the choice is always yours.

Both window and door handles are available in a range 
of colours :

• White • Bright Silver • Bright Bronze • Black
• Gold • Satin Silver • Satin Bronze

Door handles are available in both lever and lever 
pad style.

The new Monkey Tail handle is now available, for an
authentic, aged look. Designed to complement windows
in period-style homes, especially with the Vevo white
wood-grain finish.

Door furniture options.
It’s such a personal choice to complete the look of your
new door, but you can select from a stylish range of
knockers, letterplates and hinges.

You can personalise your doors and windows at every
stage of your purchase. Not least when it’s time to
choose furniture options to complement your home
décor. From colours to trims and handles, our friendly,
knowledgeable sales consultants will help you make 
the perfect choice from the many available styles 
and configurations.

Glazing options.
Do you want to make a special statement 
with decorative glass?  

For the ultimate finishing touch to your window and door
installation, we’ve got a great selection of speciality
glazing in a variety of colours and finishes:

• Fanlight designs

• Etched glass

• Stained glass

• Leads and Georgian

• Coloured glass

• Satin (sandblast effect).

Vevo products are manufactured to the highest standards with a policy of continual
improvement in products and materials. We reserve the right to change specifications
without prior notice. Please also note that colours shown are for illustrative purposes
as the printing process does not allow 100% accuracy on reproduction.
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Your Vevo windows 
and doors come with our 
‘no pressure sales’ guarantee.

Great service and superb Vevo products virtually sell
themselves. That’s why we’ve built our business on a
philosophy of ‘no pressure selling’. 

Our customers appreciate this approach, enjoy a gentler
consultative sale and value the friendly, honest advice
they get from our team. These are the foundations 
for our excellent reputation as one of the UK’s leading
independent window and door specialists.

We simply let our windows, doors and conservatories
take the lead. Quality, service, reliability, features, 
choice and value do the talking.

(But you always have the last word.) 



The highest quality
and service are at the heart 
of everything we do.

Get to know our friendly team and discover how passionate we
are about what we do for you. Above all, we believe we offer the
highest quality products, fitted by experienced professionals at
an affordable price. Backed up, as you’d expect, by some of the
best after-sales support in the area.

Experience you can rely on.
As your local installer of Vevo windows and doors, you can
count on us for superb products, installation and customer
service. Service that begins with your call. Service that
continues long after our methodical, courteous, professional
installers have left you with a smile on your face.

‘ No pressure. 
No hassle. 
Just quality products
and workmanship 
at honest prices. ’



More than just 
windows and doors.
Choosing Vevo means you can be
sure your windows and doors will
always be built to your specifications
using the highest quality materials
and years of expertise.




